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Penelitian ini adalah penelitian deskriptif kualitatif yang berfokus pada persepesi 
terhadap ketidaksopanan. Tujuan penelitian ini adalah untuk mendeskripsikan 
persepsi ketidaksopanan oleh pembelajar bahasa inggris di Indonesia dan untuk 
mengidentifikasi ciri-ciri dari ketidak sopanana yang didapat dari persepsi 
pembalajar bahasa inggris di indonesia. Data penelitian ini adalah persepsi 
pembalajar bahasa inggris di indonesia di dalam sebuah skenario film dan definisi 
ketidak sopanan menurut pembelajar bahasa inggris dari film tersebut. Teknik yang 
diguakan penulis dalam mengumpulkan data adalah tektik dokumentasi. Data 
dianalisa berdasarkan teori dari Culpaper (1996). Hasil penelitian menunjukan 
bahwa kebanyakan pembelajar bahasa inggris menganggap adegan yang ada di film 
adalah sebuah tindakan ketidak sopanan dan kriteria yang paling banyak muncul 
adalah taboo word dan calling the other name. 
 





This study is descriptive qualitative study concerning with perception of impoliteness. 
The objectives of this study to describe perception of impoliteness by Indonesian EFL 
learners and to identify criteria of impoliteness constructed by Indonesian EFL 
learners. The data for this study is students’ perception of impoliteness in movie scene 
and the students’ criteria about impoliteness in movie scene. The technique of 
collecting which used by the researcher is documentary method. Data were analyzed 
based on Culpeper’s (1996) taxonomy. The result of this study showed that most of the 
students perceive impoliteness in movie scene and most of the criteria of impoliteness 
based on the Culpeper’s (1996) taxonomy. The most dominant criteria of impoliteness 
is taboo words and calling the other name.  
Keywords: perception, impoliteness. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Politeness and impoliteness are the examples of the pragmatics phenomena, 
impoliteness as the focus of this study, the concept of impoliteness is a universal 
phenomenon which occurs among all cultures but its manifestation may vary from 
culture to culture. Even within the same culture, the manifestation of impoliteness 
may differ from social context to social context. This is because no linguistic 
utterance is potentially impolite till judged as such or otherwise by a particular 
society. However,  Impoliteness research has become popular only recently (cf. 
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Bousfield, 2008; Culpeper; 2009; Saidi, 2015; Tajeddin et al., 2014; Culpeper et al., 
2010). According to Bousfield (2008), impoliteness is the broad opposite of 
politeness, in that, rather than seeking to mitigate face-threatening acts (FTAs). 
Culpeper (1996) argues that impoliteness is very much the parasite of 
politeness. He makes a distinction between ‘inherent impoliteness’ and ‘mock 
impoliteness’. In some instances the conjunction of act and context does give rise to 
impoliteness that may be said to be inherent, since it cannot be completely mitigated 
by any surface realisation of politeness. The notion of inherent impoliteness 
irrespective of contexts only holds for a minority of acts. Mock impoliteness, or 
banter, is impoliteness that remains on the surface, since it is understood that it is not 
intended to cause offence. Leech in Culpeper (1996) argues that banter reflects and 
fosters social intimacy (i.e. relative equality in terms of authority and closeness in 
terms of social distance): the more intimate a relationship, the less necessary and 
important politeness is. Bousfield in Bousfield and Locher (2008) said that 
impoliteness as constituting the issuing of intentionally gratuitous and conflictive 
face-threatening acts (FTAs) that are purposefully performed. Bousfield and Culpeper 
make the hearer’s understanding of the speaker’s intentions the key for impoliteness. 
Culpeper (1996) investigated impoliteness the use of strategies that are are 
designed to have the opposite effect – that disruption. These strategies are oriented 
towards attacking face an emotionally sensitive concept of the self (Goffman,1967; 
Brown and Levinson, 1987). He said that impoliteness is very much the parasite of 
politeness. He makes a distinction between ‘inherent impoliteness’ and ‘mock 
impoliteness’. In some instances the conjunction of act and context does give rise to 
impoliteness that may be said to be inherent, since it cannot be completely mitigated 
by any surface realisation of politeness. 
Culpeper (1996) argues that banter reflects and fosters social intimacy (i.e. 
relative equality in terms of authority and closeness in terms of social distance): the 
more intimate a relationship, the less necessary and important politeness is. On the 
other hand, Watss (2003) also suggested that impoliteness is clearly a salient form of 
social behaviour in the sense that it appears to go against the canons of acceptable, 
appropriate behaviour operative for the ongoing social interaction. In other words, 
lack of politeness is associated with intimacy, and so being superficially impolite can 
promote intimacy. Clearly, this only works in contexts in which the impoliteness is 
understood to be untrue. 
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Most define perception as the process of recognizing (being aware of), 
organizing (gathering and storing), and interpreting (binding to knowledge) sensory 
information. Perception deals with the human senses that generate signals from the 
environment through sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste. Vision and audition are the 
most well understood. Simply put, perception is the process by which we interpret the 
world around us, forming a mental representation of the environment. This 
representation is not isomorphic to the world, but it's subject to many correspondence 
differences and errors. The brain makes assumptions about the world to overcome the 
inherent ambiguity in all sensory data, and in response to the task at hand. 
Some critical philosophers are actually convinced that the world is a sum of 
information surrounding the subject. What we call the world is nothing else but a set 
of various perceptions, feelings and ideas. Besides perceptions, we thus possess 
images, rational constructs and ideas we create ourselves. The question, however, is 
what we created them from, on what basis and how we perceive these ideas, how we 
understand them. These cornerstones of knowledge — perceptions as objects which 
form the content and diversity of the world, but also the starting point and the source 
of any sensual or intellectual cognition will therefore be the subject of our thoughts. 
In somecase there are not many researchers discuss about impoliteness, 
especially about perception of impoliteness and EFL learners who tought about 
impoliteness is still rare. Every culture has different perception about impolitness and 
the way of pronounce something (words) can give different perception, because every 
culture has different stressing of words. Fauziati (2014) said that in particular 
situation this much depends on the context. For example, “sit down” said to guest 
coming to your house may be interpreted as polite invitation; however, “sit down” 
said by defendant to judge may be interpreted as an impolite instruction. Based on 
that phenomenon the writer choose this topic to be researced by the hope the readers 
are more understand about impoliteness and know about how to respond. 
Some study investigated about the perception of impoliteness. Saidy (2015) 
who conducted research study about Iranian EFL learners’ perceptions of 
(im)politeness of request speech act in request situation. The similarity of Saidi’s 
finding with the current is on the result there were similarities between the writer and 
the students’ perception of impoliteness. Meanwhile the differences of Saidi’s 
research with the current is on the instrument of the data, the current used Movie 
scene while Saidi used Request speech act. 
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Chang (2008) explored Australian and Chinese perceptions of (im)politeness 
in an intercultural apology. The similarity Chang’s finding with the current is on the 
perception of impoliteness there were several differences perception. Meanwhile the 
differences with the current is on the theory.Chang used theory of Apology strategies 
by Blum and Kulka also Housed and Kasper (1989) meanwhile the current study used 
the theory of impoliteness by Culpeper (2005) also used Movies scene as an 
instrument. 
This study intended to extend previous work. It attemted to answer the 
following question; how do indonesian EFL learners perceive impoliteness in movies? 
And what criterias do indonesian EFL learners to judge impolitness in movies?. 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 
In this research, tthe writer used descriptive qualitative method, since it 
involved the collection of data for the purpose of describing the existing condition. 
The objects of this study were to describe perception of impoliteness by Indonesian 
EFL learners and to identify criteria of impoliteness constructed by Indonesian EFL 
learners. The data for this study is students’ perception of impoliteness in movie scene 
and the students’ criteria about impoliteness in movie scene. The technique of 
collecting which used by the researcher is documentary method. Data were analyzed 
based on Culpeper’s (1996) taxonomy. 
 
3. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 Based on the data analysis, the first finding is about Indonesian EFL learners’ 
perception of impoliteness in movies. The writer used 10 movie scenes as instrument, 
based on the data analysis above there were several facts as follows: 
a. Movie 01 (21 Jump Street) 
In this movie there were 42 students identified as impolite and 10 students 
considered as slightly impolite. Most of the students stated that this scenes is very 
impolite, because there are many statements that indicated as impoliteness that 
used by the Captain. In this scene the Captain used Culpeper’s (1996) taxonomy 
strategy of calling the other name and used taboo words to attack his subordinates 
face that included as positive impoliteness. 
b. Movie 02 (Daddy’s Home) 
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In this scene, there were 29 students identified as impolite and 10 students 
considered as slightly impolite. Most of the students stated that Megan (little girl) 
is impolite because she does not respectful to her step-dad. In this scene Megan 
used strategy of frighten by Culpeper (1996) and it is included as negative 
impoliteness. Moreover several students stated that Megan is polite because he 
asked her step-dad politely. 
c. Movie 03 (Ant-Man) 
In this scene, there were 14 students indicated as polite, 26 students considered as 
slightly polite and just 5 students identified as impolite. Here, most of the students 
stated that the manager is polite because he talks politely and honestly to Scotty. In 
this scene, the writer and the students had different perception, the writer identified 
the manager impolite because he seemed unsympathetic to Scotty. 
d. Movie 04 (Dirty Grandpa) 
In this scene, there are 38 students identified as impolite, 15 students considered as 
slightly impolite. Most of the students stated that this scene is very impolite 
because there are many statements and attitudes that indicated as impolite that used 
by Nick. According to Culpeper’ (1996) taxonomy, in this scene Nick used 
strategy of taboo words and make the other feel uncomfortable that includes as 
positive impoliteness. 
e. Movie 05 (Sleeping with other people) 
In this scene, there were 21 students indicated as impolite and 15 students 
considered as slightly impolite. The students stated that there are many statements 
that indicated as impolite that used by Sam. According to Culpeper’ (1996) in this 
scene Sam used strategy of violate the structure of conversation/interrupt, he also 
used taboo words to attack Lainey’s face and used strategy to make the other feel 
uncomfortable. 
f. Movie 06 (Growns Up 2) 
In this scene, there are 16 students identified as impolite, 15 students considered as 
slightly impolite and 19 students do not understand the scene is all about. Most of 
the students stated that Frat Boys did not respectful toward old man. Here, the Frat 
Boys used strategy of calling the other name by Culpeper (1996). 
g. Movie 07 (Dumb and Dumber 2) 
In this scene, there were 35 students identified as impolite and 16 students 
considered as slightly impolite. Most of the students stated that this scene is very 
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impolite, there are many utterances that indicated as impolite which used by Lyod. 
Here, Lyod used Culpeper’s (1996) strategy of calling the other name and he also 
used strategy of interrupt to attack Harry’s mother face because she speaks 
Cantonesse. 
h. Movie 08 (22 Jump Street) 
In this scene, there are 14 students indicated as polite, 10 students considered as 
impolite and 29 students do not understand about this scene. Here, the writer and 
the students had different perception, the students stated that the professor is polite 
because he explained well but the writer stated that the professor is impolite 
because he made the students feel uncomfortable with his language. 
i. Movie 09 (Vacation) 
In this scene, there are 37 students identified as impolite and 12 students indicated 
as slightly impolite. Most of the students stated that Kevin is impolite because he 
used taboo words. According to Culpeper’ (1996) taxonomy, Kevin used strategy 
of taboo words to attack James’s face. 
j. Movie 10 (Barbershop) 
In this scene, there were 23 students identified as impolite and 17 students 
considered as slightly impolite. Most of the students stated that one-stop is very 
impolite, there are many utterances indicated as impolite. According to Culpeper’s 
(1996) taxonomy, One-Stop used strategy of calling the other name to attack 
Eddie’s face such as “ancient being, old fogey, this dinosaur of some sorts, negro-
saurus, fifty shades of grey looking ass” it is included as positive impoliteness. 
In the second finding is about assessment of impoliteness in movies by the 
Indonesian EFL learners. To get the data, the writer asked 50 students to fill in 
questionnaires in order to assess whether some statements express impoliteness. 
There are many reasons proposed by the students to assess impoliteness that 
included in Culpeper’s (1996) taxonomy as follow;  
Postive Impoliteness 
a. Taboo Words  
Based on the data analysis above, there are many students identified some 
statements that express impoliteness such as; f*ck, motherf*cker, f*cked, b*tches, 
f*ckin, wh*re, va**na, f*ck up. According to Culpeper’s (1996) taxonomy, it is 
included as strategy of taboo words. 
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b. Make the other feel uncomfortable 
Based on the data analysis above, many students identified some statements or 
attitudes that indicated as impoliteness such as: “speaks loudly in front of the 
people and shocked; spit in a cup of water in front of the people; speaks rudely to 
the others. 
c. Unsympathetic 
Based on the data analysis above, there are many students identified some 
utterances that indicated as impoliteness such as: doing something foolish in 
funeral ceremony; make noise in funeral ceremony and ignoring when someone 
speaks. According to Culpeper (1996) it is included as strategy og unsympathetic. 
d. Call the other name 
Based on the data analysis above, there are many students identified some 
utterances as impoliteness with calling the other name such as: "calling someone 
with animals name” such as gopher, dinosaurus; calling someone with taboo 
words” such as big titties, ancient being, b*tches, motherf*cker, whore; “calling 
the other with movie title” such as 50 shades of grey looking-ass; “calling the 
other with racism words” such as; black lesbian, negro-saurus. According to 
Culpeper’s (1996) taxonomy it is included as strategy of call the other name. 
     Negative Impoliteness 
a. Condescend, scorn or ridicule 
Based on the data analysis above, there are many students identified some 
utterances as impoliteness such as: “homeless man poop, thicky thick and 
flabby bunch, the gopher from caddy shack”. According to Culpeper (1996) 
it is included as strategy of Condescend, scorn or ridicule. 
b. Violate the Structure of Conversation 
Based on the data analysis above, there are many students identified utterances 
as impoliteness namely interrupting when someone is talking. According to 
Culpeper (1996) it is included as stratey of violate the structure of converstion. 
Moreover the writer also found that there were criteria that does not exist in 
the Culpeper’s (1996) taxonomy.  
In this research the writer found 46 students perception about criteria of 
impoliteness that not included in strategy of impoliteness by Culpeper (1996) there 
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were; (1) arrogant, (2) racism, (3) bullying. There are several students reasons 
about impoliteness based on her perception about the movie scenes as follows; 
a. Arrogant 
Based on the result of the questionnaires there were 20 students stated that 
arrogant as the criteria of impoliteness. There were some students’ perception 
about arrogant that used by characters in movie scene as follows; 
“In my opinion he is very arrogant towards his subordinates.” 
(a1/21JS/ARG) 
Based on the statement above, impoliteness occurs when someone arrogant to 
his/her subordinates. 
“Sam seems arrogant because he always interrupt and bark out Lainey.” 
(a1/SWOP/ARG) 
“A young men group looks very arrogant and they don’t respect with the old 
men group.” (a1/GU2/ARG) 
The data above indicated that impoliteness occured when someone arrogant 
toward the older people. 
“In my opinion they don’t have a respect toward the older they still young but 
they attitude is very arrogant.” (a1/GU2/ARG) 
Based on statement above, impoliteness occurs when someone does not 
respect the others and looks arrogant. 
“The captain is very rude and arrogant because he bark out his 
subordinates.”(a1/21JS/ARG) 
The data above indicated that impoliteness occured when someone seemed 
arrogant toward subordinates. 
b. Racism 
Based on the result of the questionnaires there were 12 students stated that 
racism as the criteria of impoliteness. There were some students’ perception 
about racism that used by characters in movie scene as follows; 
 “He is very racism, he (the professor) said that George Washington as a black 
lesbian to the students.” (a1/22JS/RCS) 
The data above showed that impoliteness occured when someone did racism to 
the others with distinguish skin colours. 
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“Lyod is very rude and racism when he knows that Harry’s mother said 
Cantonesse because she is a chinesse.” (a2/DAD2/RCS) 
Based on statement above, impoliteness occurs when someone do racism with 
mocking and laughing the other language. 
“I think that he is racism, he (one stop) said “this negro-saurus of a man” to 
Eddy.” (a2/BS/RCS) 
Based on the reason above, impoliteness occurs when someone mocking 
negros. 
c. Bullying 
Based on the result of the questionnaires there were 14 students stated that 
bullying as the criteria of impoliteness. There were some students’ perception 
about bullying that used by characters in movie scene as follows; 
“This man don’t have affection he bullying his new subordinates in front of 
his friends.” (a1/21JS/BLY) 
The data above indicated that impoliteness occured when someone bullying to 
the others in front of the people. 
“In my opinion he is very rude he used his power as a captain to bully his 
subordinates.” (a1/21JS/BLY) 
Based on the statement above, impoliteness occurs when someone uses his/her 
power to bully the others. 
“Lyod is very rude he bullying Harry’s mother because she is a chinesse and 
can’t speak English.” (a1/DAD2/BLY) 
Based on the reason above, impoliteness occurs when someone bullying the 
others because he or she is different and can’t do something such as can’t 
speak English. 
“I think Kevin is naughty and impolite, he bullying his brother because he 
think that his brother is strange.” (a1/VC/BLY) 
Based on statement above, impoliteness occurs when someone bullying the 
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The output strategy of impoliteness showed that 23 reason included in “Be 
disinterested, unconcerned, unsympathetic”, 30 students’ reasons included in 
“Make the other fell uncomfortable”, and 157 students’ reasons included in 
“Used taboo words” 60 students’ reasons included in call the other names. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
      Based on the analysis of the data using Culpeper’s (1996) taxonomy, the 
study draws several conclusions. First, several strategies of impoliteness were 
found in movie scene. There were positive impoliteness (Be disinterested, 
unconcerned, unsympathetic; taboo words; call the other names; make the other 
uncomfortable) and negative impoliteness (condescent, scorn, ridicule; violate 
the structure of conversation). Use taboo words and call the other names are 
highest that occurs in movie scene. Secondly, the writer found that most of EFL 
learners do not understand strategy of impoliteness. Some of them familiar with 
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the word but have no idea about the meaning. Impoliteness need to be introduced 
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